Introduction
Locally advanced lung cancer, such as T4 tumors, has a significantly worse prognosis than earlier-stage disease, and selecting the proper treatment strategy for these tumors is difficult [1] . Therefore, obtaining an accurate diagnosis of T4 tumors is required [2] . It can be difficult to determine whether the tumor invades adjacent structures, especially the aorta, in clinical practice due to limitations in the diagnostic capability of usual computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations. We herein describe the case of a patient easily diagnosed to be without aortic invasion using cine MRI.
Case Presentation
The patient, an 80-year-old male presenting with a left lung tumor during the course of follow-up for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), was referred to our hospital for an evaluation of an abnormal shadow observed on a chest X-ray film. CT showed a tumor in the left lower lobe beside the descending aorta. The transbronchial lung washing cytology findings were consistent with a diagnosis of adenocarcinoma. The preoperative CT findings indicated suspected aortic invasion of the lung tumor, as the mass girdled the aorta beyond 120° adjoining at a length of 10 cm ( fig. 1 ). However, cine MR imaging display clearly demonstrated a clear area of isolation between the aorta and lung tissue, with differences in the heart rhythm from the patient's respiratory movements (online supplementary video). Therefore, the lesion was clinically diagnosed to be at stage IIB (T3N0M0). Radiation was administered due to the patient's advanced age and comorbidities such as COPD. He currently remains alive without disease progression 6 months after therapy.
Discussion
Most physicians suspect aortic invasion based on CT findings, including cancerous lesions that are both wide and long, abutting the descending aorta without a clear fat plane between the aorta and cancer mass. In fact, Glazer et al. [3] reported 4 (out of 8) cases of mediastinal invasion (tumors contacting more than 90° of the aortic circumference) that was not technically resectable. This interpretation suggests the difficulty of providing treatment due to contraindications for surgery and the use of anti-angiogenic therapy. However, it is difficult to determine whether the tumor invades the aorta in clinical practice because the diagnostic capability of usual CT and MR imaging examinations is limited [4] . Furthermore, there are differences in thinking among different professionals, for example surgeons, radiation oncologists and medical oncologists, because of the emphasis on radiological findings relevant for each specialty [4] . However, the fact remains that accurate staging is required to select appropriate treatment. Recently, we also experienced a similar case in which the patient had a 9-cm cancerous lesion in the left lower lobe that was both wide and long, abutting the descending aorta. No clear fat plane was visible between the aorta and cancer mass, although an intraoperative assessment showed the resectability of the lesion, with the absence of invasion. Left lower lobectomy combined with the resection of 6-8 ribs and partial resection of the left upper lobe plus standard lymph node dissection without transfusion was performed [2] . CT may have overestimated the lesion because the large left lower mass was displaced dorsally by the effects of gravity and aortic invasion. Cine MRI (suppl. video) does not provide a consecutive movie, but rather offers several stationary pictures without the use of a special software program. However, there is fortunately a gap between the cardiac motion and respiratory movements. We recently performed complete left upper lobectomy safely in another surgical case after obtaining confirmation of the lack of aortic invasion using this method.
Physicians should pay attention to the potential of the absence of aortic invasion, even if the angle in contact with the tumor indicates a wide field of view without lymph node metastasis, in order to provide a chance for a cure. When considered in combination with the use of antiangiogenic therapy, this diagnostic tool is easy to apply and has broad utility among medical oncologists to avoid the risk of hemosputum in the great vessels [5] . Our findings, therefore, indicate the usefulness of easily diagnosing the absence of aortic invasion in patients with lung cancer using cine MRI without the need for a special software program.
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